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Celebrate 20 years of Quilt in a Day with the 20th Anniversary Edition of Eleanor's first book that
brought the tradition of quilt making to so many. Sewers of all ages can make a Log Cabin quilt in
10 to 16 hours with this book's easy step-by-step directions and clear illustrations. Yardage
charts, color combinations, and a choice of pattern settings are given for a variety of sizes. This
anniversary edition features color illustrations and photos throughout, as well as six new pages
of layouts, new finishing techniques, and of course, new quilts! Layouts include: Dark with light,
Navajo, Mountains, Fields and Furrows, Peaks and Valleys, Stained Glass, Arrow, Windmill,
Cross Hatch, All Sevens, Postitive/Negative, Four Square, Light with Dark, Zig Zag, Whirligig,
Barn Raising, Sundburst and Starlight!

About the AuthorTwenty nine years ago Eleanor Burns introduced her first Quilt in a Day book,
cultivating a quiltmaking revolution. She presented her unique style, a diverse combination of
cutting and sewing applications, creating new techniques altogether. Her concise step-by-step
directions are easy to grasp, allowing the possibility for anyone to be successful at making a
quilt. Eleanor Burns gave quiltmakers techniques that compacted months into merely a day, a
quilt in a day, spreading her vibrant enthusiasm within everyone. She has motivated thousands
of want-to-be quilters with needed confidence and assurance. Altogether, the impact of her
influences opened the door to a renewal. Her efforts sowed the seeds that have grown into many
techniques that are commonly used today. Since 1978 when she self-published her first book
"Make a Quilt in a Day: Log Cabin Pattern," she has authored over seventy-five additional books.
Throughout the world today, there are thousands of instructors teaching her quiltmaking
methods. Her first Quilt in a Day TV series began airing on PBS in 1990 and is still broadcast
nationwide and abroad, and now her shows can be seen on the world wide web on QNN and
Quilters TV.
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Quilt in a Day: Log Cabin Pattern Not Your Grandmother's Log Cabin: 40 Projects - New Quilts,
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CJonz, “Great guide. Easy to follow directions for making beautiful log cabin quilts. Top goes
together rather quickly using Eleanor Burns techniques.”

Melody, “Easy instructions. Like it all and the pages if the different layouts according to the
number of blocks”

Janice, “Came quickly. This book came quickly. It was a used book sold by Goodwill. They
stated the quality was acceptable...it was in great shape, not just acceptable. Very pleased.”

Pamela, “Book is a Good Reference Book to have for Quilting. I ordered a used copy of this book
from one of Amazon's other sellers. The book arrived quickly and the only way I could tell it was
a used book was that there was card stuck in it to mark a page. All the illustrations are in color.
There are illustrations on quilt making techniques and quilting tools on every page. She tells you
how to make the quilt from start to finish. She starts with measuring your mattress and buying
fabric and supplies and goes through piecing, quilting and binding the quilt. There are also small
projects included featuring the log cabin design which would help use up fabric scraps. After
buying the book, I found Eleanor Burns videos on You Tube. She has a video showing how to
make the log cabin quilt on her channel. This is the first book on quilting that she wrote in 1978.
She has updated the book since it was first written. This book will be a good reference for not
only making the log cabin design but for quilting in general.”

Mamamar, “Exactly as described. Product was in great condition, as described”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. This was to replace my other one that I loaned out and the
person passed away.”

Martin, “Wife loved it. Colors, patterns, instructions”

G. Steele, “EXCELENT EXCELENT. I have always wanted to do a log quilt but on alot of patterns
the 'logs' can be small and off putting, but this book is amazing and so easy to follow as all the
strips that are used, are great especaily if you are jelly roll person as this is already cut to width
size and the paterns are to many to choose from. I would recomend it to learners and upwards,
wish I bought this book years ago the instructions are so easy to follow”

db Wilts, “Good quality instruction. Excellent have been looking for this for a while. Very pleased
and let fellow quilting friends know where to get it!”

John M, “A classic. Everything you need to know to make a log cabin quilt.The instructions are



easy to follow and there are clear cutting details for several different sized quilts.”

gina, “craft book. excellent gift for crafty people”

The book by Eleanor Burns has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 486 people have provided feedback.
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